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AppGuard is an expert approach to prevent breaches from fileless malware, botnets,
polymorphic malware, weaponized documents, targeted attacks, in-memory attacks,
ransomware, phishing, watering-holes, drive-by-downloads, and other undetectable
advanced threats. Without relying on detection, identification, signatures, or scanning,
AppGuard automatically and dynamically disrupts malware attacks, halting breach attempts
before a compromise can occur. The product is compatible with all Windows operating
systems from XP through Windows 11, as well as standard and custom applications and
typical system maintenance tools.

The installed product is very lightweight agent on each device. It runs on any standard
hardware with a runtime memory footprint under 1 MB. Anti-virus and white listing
solutions have proven to be ineffective against ransomware and financial crimes malware
among others. AppGuard is the only consumer-oriented security solution that is cost
effective and simple to use that stops these attacks. It provides protection to the
underserved personal user who is now under attack.

Blue Ridge created and customized a new product fulfillment infrastructure to work with a
leading web portal and on-line service provider's protocol, dsigend to track product orders
and product deliveries, and handle orders numbering far beyond teh company’s projected
demands. The tailored solutions easily handled  surges in product requests. Volume orders
have not been a problem. Product licenses are bundled with the install package prior to user
download to make the customer’s install experience as smooth as possible. The solution is
installed with the default protections that are sufficient for most users. In this example, the
first 40,000 users logged only one support call.

Unprotected
endpoints invite

breaches that
often result in 
 unrecoverable

costs. 

The Powers of AppGuard 
What does a major national web portal and on-line service
provider offer its members to instill confidence in their
network security? For one such organization, it was a
customized benefit that is powered by AppGuard. Blue
Ridge Networks designed the ideal endpoint security
solution that worked directly with the company's protocols
and seamlessly integrated into their enterprise security
system. With their own signature brand and benefit name,
this company demonstrated their commitment to the
protection of critical assets for their members.
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AppGuard Solo Solution Example 
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Connect with Blue Ridge

800-722-1168

sales@blueridgenetworks.com

www.blueridgenetworks.com

Blue Ridge Networks is a proven and trusted provider of cybersecurity breach
prevention solutions. Our mission is to provide proactive protection of critical

infrastructure that eliminates the adverse impacts associated with reactive
responses to compromises. Our unique CyberCloak capabilities secure critical

assets and operations in zero-trust IT/OT network architectures. Regulated,
Commercial, and Industrial organizations have trusted Blue Ridge Networks for

over 20 years to prevent exploits and receive continuous returns on their
investments while achieving uninterrupted operational efficiency.
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